
	  

 
 
 
 
Could your company benefit from a l itt le Team 
Building? 
 
It’s Anthony Loughman from GR8 Entertainment here. I’ve recently been 
appointed to the role of marketing assistant with responsibility for corporate 
and group bookings. 
 
My first task is to touch base with all of the local businesses in the Monaghan 
area, and introduce them to how the facilities at GR8 Entertainment could 
benefit their business. How is this I  hear you ask? 
 
Firstly ,  did you know that…. 
 
Over 80% of people have admitted to feeling very stressed about their jobs or 
over their work. 
 
70% of people report that they are not engaged at work with co workers, 
which leads to feelings of isolation and doing the minimum amount of work 
 
35% of the variation in a team’s performance can be accounted for by the 
number of face-to-face exchanges among team members. 
 
60% of bosses and managers report lack of collaboration with workers as one 
of their top leadership challenges 
	  
So	  how	  can	  GR8	  Help?	  
	  
While we certainly have a great reputation for Children’s events, people often 
do not realise that our facilities are also prefect for Team Building events also.  
 
While bowling is a fun activity that can be enjoyed by people of all abilities, it 
can also act as a great team building activity, where the overall results 
depends on the effectiveness of the team and not just the individuals. Sound 
similar to your business? 
 
 
 
 

	  



	  

 
 
 
 
We have put together a package that I think you will  f ind 
interesting. 
 
We will run a mini bowling competition for your company based around 
teams of 4 that we will select.  
Each person plays a first game, where by we get to find out the different 
levels of ability of individuals. We then break for some finger food and drinks, 
and then the real competition starts. 
 
When the second game starts, players will be in teams that should be 
somewhat equal, meaning that there should be competition and excitement 
right through to the end 
 
Prizes will be given out to the overall winners, and we will also have a wooden 
spoon prize also for the worst team score. 
 
The cost of this teambuilding exercise is only €15 per person, 
which includes: 
 

• 2 games of bowling 
• Delicious Finger Food 
• Use of our Large room for any other activities you want to run 
• 4 * €25 GR8 Vouchers for the Winning Team 

 
If you are interested in finding out a little bit more about team building at 
GR8, please give me a call on 086 8807069 
 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Thanks and Regards, 
 
Anthony 
 
	  


